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This month, we talk to Rowena Cory 
Daniells, Australian fantasy author, former 
R*BY finalist, mother to six children and an 
inspirational Comeback Kid. 

Rachel Bailey chats to 

Welcome, Rowena! One interesting aspect of 
your career is the time you spent in ‘limbo’ 
between the publication of your first trilogy, The 
Last T’En, and your second trilogy, King Rolen’s 
Kin this year. Can you tell us why there was a 
ten year gap between books? 
 
When my original trilogy was first accepted I 
remember reading an article by a US romance writer 
who had taken 10 years to sell her second book and 
I thought, well, I won’t let that happen to me, no sir. 
 
But it did. 
 
There were a number of contributing factors, some beyond my control. The 
publishing house closed the line and my editor left, so I was orphaned, then my 
agent was in the UK and wasn’t in touch with what was happening in Australia 
so he wasn’t aware of this, plus he told me fantasy doesn’t sell so don’t bother 
to write it. My US editor left, a new one came in, she got married and went on a 
honeymoon and there was a 2 year gap between books one and two in the US.  
On the other hand, I could have been more proactive. I could have been 
approaching publishers in Australia with book series proposals, but I didn’t want 
to tread on my agent’s toes. It took me about three years to move on from him. 
My next agent sat with me for a year, then retired and I was orphaned again. In 
2005 I flew to the UK for the World SF Convention where John Jarrold agreed 
to represent me. Then, because the publishing industry is so ponderous, it took 
several years for a contract to come through. 

Continued on page 6 
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AA 

CAPRICORN – Patient, Persevering, Practical, 
Ambitious, Organised.  
 
Famous Capricorns – Simone De Beauvoir, Louis 
Pasteur, Tolkien, Janis Joplin, Cary Grant. 
 
Welcome to a shiny new year. I hope everyone had a 
fantastic festive season and that you even got a chance to 
read a book or two! If you made any resolutions I wish 
you luck with them. Those suckers can be hard to keep . 
Except of course for the Capricorns amongst us.  From 
what I’ve been reading about the Goats of the zodiac, they 
are inveterate goal setters. They know the longest journey 
commences with a single step and that the first step is 
always the most difficult. Definitely destined to be writers 
methinks… 

2011 is shaping up to be another ripper year for RWA. 

We are delighted to announce that after years of behind-
the-scenes communications we have secured the services 
of highly acclaimed story consultant, author and lecturer, 
Michael Hauge for a weekend seminar. In Sydney, on the 
weekend of the 12 and 13th of March, Michael will 
present STORY MASTERY his unique approach to 
creating compelling fiction and eliciting emotion in your 
readers. Saturday's one-day seminar will be adapted 
specifically for writers of romantic fiction. Using examples 
from recent movies and novels along with workshop 
exercises, Michael will help you strengthen your story 
concepts, plot structure, character development and 
themes. On Sunday he will work with just 12 RWA 
members to develop their stories in an intimate, hands-on 
workshop.  This is an incredible opportunity to learn 
from one of the world’s foremost story experts.  

We anticipate that this will be a sell-out so don’t delay! 
For more info and on-line booking details go to: 
www.romanceaustralia.com/seminars.html 

 

In May we’ll see the first-
ever FNQ Roadshow in 
Cairns. The object of our 
roadshows is to take RWA 
to members who are 
handicapped by distance. 
We have now had several 
focused on the far west with Perth and Adelaide hosting 
these regional events. This year it’s Far North QLD’s turn. 
The team, led by Barb Hannay, have been beavering away 
putting together a most spectacular programme. Watch 
HT and the website for more details in the next couple of 
months.  

The new and improved Five-Day Intensive (5DI) is back 
mid-year promising to be just as exciting as last year. If 
you’d love the opportunity to get away for five days and 
do nothing but write under the guidance of a published 
author mentor than this is the scheme for you. Watch HT 
and the website for more details as they become available. 

Lastly, in August, the jewel in our crown, Here To 
Eternity, our Melbourne conference, is an absolute must-
do. This year we’ll be celebrating 20 years of our 
wonderful organisation and the conference committee is 
working hard to bring you a programme that both 
celebrates our past and embraces our future.   

So, as you can see, it’s a busy year and I for one, can’t wait 
to get started! What about you? Until next month I wish 
you painless first steps. And may the muse be with you.  

 

 

From the Prez... 
 

January: Capricorn Dec 22—Jan 21 

Volunteer of the Month! 
 

Sharon Arkell: Individual Writer Support (IWS)  
Coordinator. Sharon wins a  

selection of books by  
Bronwyn Jameson.  

 
 

Congratulations, Sharon, 
and Thank You! 

Want to know more about what’s  
coming up in the next few months? 

 
See inside this issue for all the details: 

 
5DI ~ page 9 

 
RBY Awards ~ page 7 

 
Michael Hauge ~ page 9 

 
FNQ Roadshow ~ page 16 
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The End Is The Beginning 
 

By Barbara Hannay       

I t’s January… again… Last week we were looking 
backwards at the end of the old year and watching 
the best and worst of 2010 on TV.  This week we’re 

suddenly blessed with a new beginning, another new 
year… and our eyes are on the future. 

To a writer, a new year is rather like facing a blank page, 
or starting a new manuscript.  For many of us there’s 
nothing more exciting than starting a new story. We’ve 
had a brainwave for a GREAT story. In our heads it’s 
brilliant, and we feel super excited and optimistic. We 
have a new set of characters, a new situation, and a new 
conflict. Sometimes we even feel as if we’re breaking new 
ground in our genre.  

As we face the first page, some of us have detailed 
maps, others have only vague notes, but we all face 
exciting bends in the road and we know there are new 
sights and experiences and challenges ahead.  So… we 
write happily through the set up. We build our story world 
and we get to know our fascinating characters. Then we 
add layers, and we deepen the conflict—and while none 
of this is easy, we are (for the most part) enjoying the 
ride. This first draft is exploratory.  The story still feels 
fresh and unique—qualities every storyteller strives for. 

Inevitably, however, if we stick at the task, we move into 
the last third of the book… There’s still a sense of 
anticipation. We’re still moving towards our climax. Like 
shoppers in October or November, we know Christmas 
looms ahead, and who doesn’t love Christmas?  

And yet, as we take our characters through the pain of 
their Black Moment, and we plan the rising tension of the 
crisis or climax, we also know that 
resolution is just around the corner.  

In a romance novel there are certain 
steps that must be taken in every ending, 
certain words that need to be uttered…  

‘I love you.’ 
‘I love you, too.’ 

Or something very similar. 

This scene can’t be skipped or rushed… Our readers 
have stuck with us through all the drama and conflicts of 
the preceding pages and now they’re hanging out for the 
ahhhh… moment, where love is regained, or 
acknowledged or pledged and there’s a promise of Happy 
Ever After…  

But for me (and I don’t think I’m alone), these endings 
provide a special challenge. While my books start off 
feeling quite different and unique, by the end, I face the 
specific requirements of my genre, and quite often the 
final scenes begin to feel the same as every other book 
I've written.  

Part of the success of being a romance writer is 
longevity… which means writing many, many endings... 
bringing those exciting characters and conflicts to what 
feels like an increasingly familiar conclusion. 

Don’t get me wrong… I know that the endings of 
romances are incredibly important, and I love “mushy” 
endings as much as anyone. Also, I know that while 
beginnings help to draw attention to our books, and often 
clinch a sale, good endings will sell our next books. They 
will linger in the reader’s mind. They’ll send her away 
feeling satisfied and happy, and they’ll bring her back for 
more.  That’s why I think endings deserve close attention. 

So for writers the challenge is…. to create gorgeous final 
scenes that satisfy both our readers’ longing for a 
particular emotional experience, and our own writerly 
instincts to try something different. 

Let’s take a closer look at what we are trying to achieve in 
these final scenes. We know we need to present an 
acknowledgement of love, to show that this couple really 
will last the distance in a committed relationship, and we 
need to tie up any loose ends in the story.  But what 
else?  

I love nothing more than discussions about craft, so I 
decided to ask some of my author friends for their 
thoughts on this topic. 

Anne Gracie believes that evidence of change in our 
characters is a vital ingredient for a satisfying ending. She 
says:  ‘It's really important that characters earn their 
happy ending, and the way they do this is by confronting 

their inner demons, taking emotional 
risks and changing their ways and 
beliefs - opening themselves up to love. 

If nothing has changed, it won't be a 
satisfying, and probably not even a 
believable happy ending.’ 

I must say this worked for me in my RITA winning book, 
Claiming His Family. When my divorcee heroine brings 
her son from America to meet his Australian cattleman 
father, she is determined that she will be taking the boy 
home with her at the end of her stay. By the end of the 
book, however, she’s learned to put her son’s and his 
father’s needs before her own. She tells the hero that if 
their boy really wants to stay in the Outback, she won’t try 
to stop him. By making this huge sacrifice, and showing 
how much she has changed, she has given the hero the 
opening to admit his true feelings for her. 

Carol Marinelli suggested that in the endings of Presents 
novels, we should see a big change in the hero. She likes 
to see the heroine enjoying the benefit of an alpha hero 

While beginnings help  to 
draw attention to our 

books...  good endings will 
sell our next books 

The Write Craft             with Rachel Bailey 
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softened by love. ‘Other characters may experience a 
little ripple of this (change), but it’s mainly the heroine 
who’s privy.’ 

Meredith Webber (author of more than 75 romance 
novels) says she likes endings to cover the three S’s: a 
sniffle, a sigh and a smile. That’s so worth remembering 
—it should be on a post-it note beside the computer. 

So what else is important when you’re writing an ending? 
I believe in many ways it’s all about balance… 

You don’t want your ending to be too drawn out, or too 
abrupt. 

You want to tie up the loose ends, but you don’t want 
everything so neatly wrapped up that it feels “packaged.” 

Multi award winning author Marion Lennox particularly 
dislikes a story where “the conflict's finally resolved on 
page 195, the proposal is at the start of page 196, then 
half way down p 196 it's the end. As a writer that's the 
easiest and most tempting way to write. ‘Yay, I'm 
finished!’ But having taken your readers with you all that 
way, they too deserve their happy ending.” 
Remember… the best romances are all about character, 
character, character… And the best endings stay true to 
character. Find the loving words that only your character 
would say, or the romantic gesture only 
your character would make… 

I like to search for that unique touch, for that 
individual spark that makes my ending feel 
as fresh and different (to me, at least) as 
my story felt when I was starting out. Often, 
when I get to this point in my novel, I remember wise 
advice I once heard on the Novelists’ Inc loop:  

If your ending is eluding you, take a closer look at your 
beginning… The end is in the beginning. 

This is so often true. If I look hard enough, I’ll discover 
that the ingredients for the ending are already there, not 
necessarily in the very beginning, but certainly embedded 
within my story. 

I love to hunt for “symbolic” objects that can be brought 
back into the ending, because readers already 
understand that they carry special emotional weight. In 
Her Cattleman Boss, there’s a simple bracelet plaited 
from grass that the hero made, and a handmade 
Valentine’s Day card that caused the heroine huge 
embarrassment in her teens. The reappearance of these 
at the end of the story helps to create the ahhhh… 
moment. 

Another technique is to use dialogue from the start that’s 
repeated or echoed at the end.  This makes the ending 
feel unique to this story while achieving the desired sense 
of completion, plus a demonstration of change. 

A great example is Anne Gracie’s The Perfect Waltz. At 
the beginning of the story the hero's best friend gives him 
a list of reasons why he can't marry the woman he plans 
to propose to. It starts,  

 But she's got no bosoms! You can't marry a woman 
with no bosoms!" 

At the end of the story the hero feeds all these reasons 
back at his friend -- who is about to marry her himself. 
And he eats all his words in a most satisfying way. 
 "You can't marry a woman with no bosoms!" 
  What? Oh," Giles groaned, remembering the old 
conversation. "Lady Elinore has bosoms, all right... tiny, 
exquisite bosoms... to which I am utterly, completely 
addicted. I am beside myself with lust, 'Bastion. Me!" 

And the conversation continues, and shows how much 
both men's attitude to and beliefs about love have 
changed. 

Trish Morey has used a similar technique in her most 
recent (as yet untitled) Presents. Her hero is a boss, a 
planner. Plans everything. Had planned never to get 
married.  

 Leo Zamos loved it when a plan came together. 

At the end Trish uses this same line to start her final 
scene, but she shows how very much the hero’s plans 
have changed. He's still in character but softened and 
changed by love. 

Alternatively, if you come up with a great ending… but it 
feels tacked on, you might need to go back and sew in 

seeds much earlier in the book. I did this in 
Molly Cooper’s Dream Date. At the end of 
the house swap, the hero leaves all kinds of 
notes scattered about the house, but this 
didn’t feel completely in character unless my 
heroine had left notes for him at the start of 
the book. So I went back and wrote her 

notes. Now (I hope) the conclusion feels organic. 

So you see our novel’s endings are often as closely 
linked to their beginnings as New Year’s Eve and New 
Year’s Day.   

Finally, I think possibly the most important thing I’ve 
learned about endings is: slow down.   

If you’ve kept your story bubbling with tension on every 
page, try to make the reader wait even longer—go on, be 
a tease—then, when you finally lift the lid, when the 
tension is released and the happy vibes are flowing …  
this is the time to really pay attention to the five senses. 
Let the reader know everything your POV character is 
seeing, smelling, hearing, touching. Show the emotions. 
Do everything you can to bring the reader fully ‘into the 
moment’ with your characters.  

And for an extra zing, try for a twist 
in the tail. Even in this final, most 
predictable of moments, you can try 
to reward your reader with a small 
surprise, but make sure it’s one 
where she finds herself saying… 
yes, that’s exactly what would 
happen.  

Barbara, a winner of both the RBY & RITA 
awards, has written 37 Sweet Romances. 
Her next romance, Molly Cooper's Dream 
Date experiments with telling a romance 
almost entirely through emails and diary entries, but it still has a 
traditional, all important ending. www.barbarahannay.com 
Barbwired: wwwbarbarahannay.blogspot.com (no dot after www) 

The Write Craft             with Rachel Bailey 

The Three S’s: 
A Sniffle 
A Sigh 
A Smile 
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Author Interview                     

So it was ten years from the first trilogy to 
the second. The whole publishing industry 
has changed so much in the last ten years 
that most of the things I learnt first time 
aren’t applicable any more. Back then my 
publishers were amazed that I had a web 
page. They had no idea what to do with the 
book trailer my husband created in 2002. 
Now we have twitter and we do blog tours! 
As writers we need to keep up to date with 
what is happening in our industry and we 
need to be ready to adapt. 
 
And, as they say in Galaxy Quest – “Never 
Give Up, Never Surrender!” 
 
How did that time affect you as a writer, 
emotionally and creatively? Were you 
writing during the ten year gap? 
 
I never stopped writing. I sold short stories 
and several children’s books. Because I 
never stopped writing I have a backlog of 
books, some are first drafts, others are 
completed manuscripts. During this time I 
was taking my WIPs to my ROR (Ripping 
Ozzie Reads) critique weekends once a year 
and doing manuscript appraisals. In the last 
ten years I’ve never stopped learning my 
writing craft. 
 
You write what we might call Fantasy with 
Romantic Elements – what drew you to 
this genre? 
 
I’ve always loved Speculative Fiction 
(Fantasy, Horror and Science Fiction). And 
what is a story without a love story woven 
through it? Love is a great motivator. So I 
was just combining the things I loved to 
create the kind of book I wanted to read. 
 
Your books have intricate plots – how do 
you manage them? Do you plot in 
advance? Have whiteboards / notecards? 
 
I just sit down and write with a general idea 
of what I want to explore. When I hit a brick 
wall it’s because I’m trying to make the 
character do something they don’t want to 
do, or because some scene earlier needs 
tweaking to give stronger motivation to the 
character/s. So I go back and re-write and by 
the time I get to the blocked scene I can 
write right through it.  I do like to take time 
away from the book, then come back to it 
with fresh eyes. This allows me to see ways 

to tighten the narrative tension and give more 
depth to the character arc.  Because I’m writing 
big fat fantasy books in created worlds, I need 
to keep track of the time line, who is related to 
who and how, the festivals, the spelling of 
invented words etc. Plus I keep a resonance 
file for visuals and factual research that inspires 
me. 
 
Many writers create a playlist of music that gets 
them in the right mood to write their current 
WIPs; I use visuals. I adjust my computer desk 
top to reflect the book I’m currently working on. 
 
Each of your three trilogies is set in a 
different world. After the enormous amount 
of time and work you spend creating each 
world, is it a wrench to leave them behind? 
Or do you relish the chance to create a 
fresh world? 
 
Building worlds is one of the joys of writing 
fantasy. I do a lot of reading into societies in 
other places and times. I have another two 
trilogies partly written, set in completely 
different worlds. King Rolen’s Kin is set in its 
own world and the new trilogy, The Outcast 
Chronicles, involves the T’En but it is a different 
time and place from the original T’En trilogy, so 
I had to invent a completely new society for 
them. Writing fantasy is a bit like going on a 
holiday into an exciting world with a group of 
friends who ‘live in interesting times’ as the old 
Chinese curse puts it. 
 
You’ve said before that you make no 
apologies for loving genre fiction. What is it 
about genre fiction that compels you? 
 
For me story is king (or queen, if you’re worried 
about being politically correct). I love a good 
yarn, the more twists and turns the better. I like 
to be swept away. So that is what I set out to 
do with my books. 
 
Creative minds seem to interest you – can 
you share some of your thoughts about 
writing and creativity? 
 
Where does creativity come from? Why are we 
driven to create? Why do we devote hours and 
years to creative endeavours which don’t 
necessarily produce any monetary benefit to 
us? 
A child learns through play. As writers we keep 
playing. We play the ‘what if …’ game and we 
got so good at it, that people pay us to let them 
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Author Interview                     

publish our ‘what ifs’ so other people can share in 
them. 
 
You were the brains behind the R*BY Award, 
creating it for RWA in 1999.  Can you tell us a little 
behind your thinking and how it came to be? 
 
At that time I was on the RWA management 
committee and it struck me that we needed an award 
to celebrate Australian writers of romance. The 
original award only had two sections, mainstream with 
romantic elements and category romance. It’s 
wonderful to see how the award has grown in the last 
decade. 
 
Recently, you’ve served on the RWA executive 
committee, created the 5 Day Intensive (5DI) 
program, you have six children and you’re an 
associate lecturer at Qantm College. Yet you’re 
still writing. Any advice on balancing your writing 
career with other demands on your time? 
 
Gaaah! I wish I could give myself some good advice. I 
was managing OK when I only had the 6 kids, the 
writing and my volunteer work on various arts bodies. 
Now that I’m lecturing (and renovating our house), 
running after 5 of my 6 kids who are still living at 
home and studying, and trying to complete my latest 
trilogy, I’m really struggling. I have this secret fantasy 
where I run away to Tasmania with my husband and 
do nothing but write. 
 
Do you have any advice for unpublished writers? 
 
On the ROR writing blog we do a Writing Craft Post 
each Sunday. Feel free to drop by and request a 
topic. RWA’s own Eleni Konstantine did a guest post 
on Dark Urban Fantasy. 
 
What books are in your To Be Read pile at the 
moment? Do you mainly read fantasy? 

I read across a range of 
genres as well as factual 
books to research. I track 
down the books that make 
the finals in the RITAs, the 
R*BYs and their Speculative 
Fiction equivalents and read 
these books to see how the 
genres are developing. For 
a comfort read I keep 
coming back to Nalini Singh 
because she is just so good 
at what she does. 
 
You have a new trilogy coming out in 2012, can you 
give us a sneak peek into what it’s about and how you 
created the world? 
 
I did my Masters on Discrimination and Persecution 
Fantasy books. The basis of the new trilogy was a book I 
wrote alongside the thesis. All of which makes it sound 
really worthy and boring. LOL. 
 
The Outcast Chronicles follow the fate of a tribe of 
mystics, who are persecuted by people without gifts. It’s 
told through 4 key individuals. They struggle with their 
gifts, their allegiances and their consciences as they strive 
for power to protect those they love. 
 
I like to make my characters squirm, so there are difficult 
moral choices. If I had to sum it up in two words I’d say it 
is about Passion and Power! 
 
You can visit Rowena at www.corydaniells.com/ or  
http://king-rolens-kin.com/. Her new trilogy, The Outcast 
Chronicles, will be released in 2012. 
 
You can visit ROR (Ripping Ozzie Reads) at: 
http://ripping-ozzie-reads.com 

7 

RBY	2011	is	now	open! 
The	Romantic	Book	of	the	Year	competition	is	now	open. 
Entries	must	have	been	published	for	the	 irst	time	between	January	1st	and	
December	31st,	2010.	 
Prizes	are	awarded	in	four	categories: 
 Short	Sweet 
 Short	Sexy 
 Long	Romance 
 Romantic	Elements 
Entries	close	4th	February	2011.	 
For	more	details,	visit:	http://www.romanceaustralia.com/rby.html 
Or	contact:	rby@romanceaustralia.com 
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Special Feature                  with Haylee Kerans 

Haylee Kerans from Harlequin Australia was recently a guest speaker for 
the Melbourne Romance Writer’s Guild Anniversary. She kindly provided 
us with the notes for her speech, in which she gives a little background on 
how she came to work at Harlequin, a job she loves, as well as some tips 
for aspiring romance writers. 

Today is the perfect excuse to combine two of my great 
loves – Romance and Melbourne! I’d like to have a chat 
with you today about what I ‘do’ at Harlequin, why I love 
what I do, which new trends we’re excited about in the 
industry and a few ps on ge ng published. 
 
Firstly, a bit about me. A er finishing my thesis, tled 
‘Constant Craving: A Dialec cs of Reading and Desire in 
Mills & Boon’, I called the Harlequin office seeking work 
experience, and instead got a job as an Office Assistant.  
 
I tell you, as soon as I saw the shelves filled with Mills & 
Boon and our Mira tles, I was blown away. The chance to 
be a part of not just the Publishing industry, but Australia’s 
foremost Romance publisher, was a bit of a dream come 
true. And it was a hell of a story for dinner par es.  
 
Even now, a er three years, a few promo ons and various 
strokes of luck, it’s s ll the same. People s ll want to know 
all about Romance. Even as some of them smirk against 
their wine glasses, they are fascinated by it – even more so 
when I give them some of these numbers: 
 
 The Romance market is thriving 

and only ge ng stronger. It has 
grown by 5.4%, despite the total 
book market declining by 4.4% 
and fic on growing by only 1.8%. 

 
 Harlequin is published in 32 different languages, 

sold in over 115 interna onal markets, read by 50 
million readers worldwide and 130 million books are 
sold worldwide every year. In Australia, Harlequin is 
the number one Romance publisher, accoun ng for 
over 77% of the market. We have more than 70 ac-

ve Australian and New Zealander authors, the Mills 
& Boon brand has over 90% brand awareness and 
more than one in five paperbacks sold is a Harlequin 
novel. 

 
 Romance books account for 11% of all fic on books 

sold. But it’s actually more than that, as many big 
romance authors are categorized as ‘general fic on’ 
in bookscan.  

 
That’s the funny thing about Romance – a er an author 
reaches a certain level of popularity they stop being a Ro-
mance writer, and start being a ‘women’s’ or ‘general’ fic-

on, or even ‘commercial literary’, writer.  
 
Nora Roberts is a case in point – Nora has more than 400 
million books in print, has sold more than 1,400,000 copies 
in Australia alone, has had 123 New York Times bestsellers 
(out of 192), and has been called ‘America’s favourite nov-

elist’. Nora’s first ever release was a book 
called Irish Thoroughbred – a Silhoue e 
Romance (one of Harlequin’s imprints). 
The fact is, Romance is what made, and 
con nues to make Nora popular. 
 
And why not? Why is Romance, among many circles, s ll a 
dirty word? It’s a ques on that I tried to answer in my the-
sis (at that me from the point of view of a reader) and s ll 
come across now that I’m on ‘the other side of the fence’. 
Germaine Greer once accused readers of Mills & Boon of 
“cherishing the shackles of their bondage”. As if we could 
not tell the difference between fantasy and reality.  
 
As Melanie Milburne so wisely put it – just because a man 
reads Lee Child doesn’t mean he wants to be a serial killer. 
Exactly. Where else but in Romance can you get inside the 
head of a man, experience the thrills of exo c loca ons and 
police chases, the drama of a family crisis and the joy of 
roman c union, or, most importantly, the irresis ble pull of 
desire? And there are so many kinds of Romance now that 
we’re spoiled for choice. 

 
Which brings me to trends – that is, what’s 
hot in fic on and in Romance specifically. 
 
Paranormal Romance – yes, everyone is 
STILL hot for it, and the genre shows no signs 

of aba ng. So if you fancy vampires, werewolves, fallen 
angels and shape shi ers, strike while the iron is hot. 
 
Young Adult – thanks to Twilight, the Young Adult category 
is one of the biggest growth markets in books, and, as 
teens are looking for an aspira onal read, many of these 

tles have a second life as they cross over to the adult mar-
ket. Harlequin began publishing Teen at the beginning of 
2010, and I am so glad – now I get to read Teen fic on for 
work! 
 
Woman/Child in jeopardy – this is fairly self-explanatory – 
think My Sister’s Keeper by Jodi Picoult, or any of the Diane 
Chamberlain novels. 
 
Contemporary Women’s Fic on/Rela onship Fic on – Au-
thors like Cathy Kelly, Monica McInerney and Debbie Ma-
comber have built their success around stories about rela-

onships within families and between friends, as well as 
the dynamics of small towns. 
 
Lastly, and this is one unique to Australia, is ‘farmlit’ or 
‘rural romance’ – made famous by Rachael Treasure.  
Essen ally the genre features a woman who lives on a 
 
 Farm or in the bush, and is on a journey of self-discovery. 

Where else but in Romance  
can you experience the  

irresistible pull of desire? 
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Special Feature continued               with Haylee Kerans 

 
The reason I’m sharing these trends with you is not to urge 
you to write in any one of these genres, but as writers, pub-
lished and unpublished alike, it is important to be aware of 
what is selling in the market and if it relates to your work. If 
you are pitching to a commercial publisher, or an agent that 
represents commercial authors, it is super helpful to know 
what you write and who it’s similar too. We are releasing a 
book early next year that I read as a favour to an author 
friend of mine. She told me it was a rela onship novel simi-
lar to ‘Maeve Binchy’, but as I read, I realised it fit within 
the ‘farmlit’ genre, which was new for us and which retail-
ers are keen for, and this gave me impetus to acquire the 
manuscript. There are a lot of great novels out there, but 
you do need an edge. 
 
Lastly, here are a few more quick ps on ge ng published: 
 
 Be prepared – don’t pitch or send out a manuscript 

before you are really ready. It is a waste of me for 
both par es and can be extremely frustra ng for the 
editor. 

 Have a great synopsis! If it’s not 
a gripping/interes ng read, the 
editor won’t pick up the manu-
script. 

 Pitch to the right people – just 
as Scribe are probably not look-
ing for a Regency historical 
romp, neither are we looking for 
poli cal essays. It can also be helpful to reference 
other books by the publisher – partly as a compari-
son to your work, and also for fla ery – it works and 
shows you’ve done your research. 

 
And finally, don’t give up – as many published authors have 
no doubt told you, the publishing game is an exercise in 
pa ence. Some of our most successful authors have taken 
more than ten years to get published, and they’re now 
domina ng the bestseller lists. 
 
Haylee Kerans 
Publishing Execu ve 
Harlequin Enterprises Australia 

5DI 2011 
 
5DI 2011, the 5 Day Intensive Manu-
script Development Workshop, is cur-
rently accepting applications. If you 
have a complete manuscript and would 
jump at the chance to spend 5 days in 
July working closely with a mentor, an 
experienced author in your genre, this is 

for you. Visit the 
5DI page on the 
RWA website for 
further infor-
mation—but be 
quick, entries close 
on 

Are you in Far North Qld? 

We have a Roadshow for you! 

May 28, 2011—Cairns. 

More information p16 of this Hearts Talk. 

RWA presents  

A Weekend with Michael Hauge 

When:  

 Sat March 12th: Story Mastery Seminar.  

 Sunday March 13th: work on your story with Michael in 

a small-group setting of 12. 

Where:  

 Aspire Hotel, Ultimo, Sydney  

RWA Members:  

 Saturday only $150 

 Saturday & Sunday $375  

Bookings Open:  

 January 10 for RWA members 

 February 2 for non-members  

Full details: www.romanceaustralia.com/seminars.html 

RWA Events                    
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Practicalities, Technicalities              with Michelle Wood 

What's this book trailer thing? 
 
A book trailer is a video that you use to promote 
yourself or your book online. Its purpose: to interest 
people in your stories, lead prospective readers to 
your website or blog and spread the word about 
your books. So basically, it's a promotional tool. 
 
So they're just for published authors, then? 
 
Mostly. There are stories out there of editors or 
agents 'discovering' unpublished writers by seeing 
their book trailers on the net. But frankly, most 
editors and agents don't have time to trawl for 
trailers. They have enough material coming to them 
already. So don't spend money and time 
(which you should be spending on 
polishing your manuscript!) with the 
expectation that this will happen to you. 
On the other hand, you never know! 
 
Right. So if I'm published, am I uncool if I 
don't have a trailer? 
 
Not at all. In fact, a lot of readers and book bloggers 
claim they don't like book trailers and never watch 
them. A trailer is just one weapon in your 
promotional arsenal, and it's up to you if you want to 
deploy it. Think about who your target market is – 
you might have better luck with a trailer for a teen 
book than a book aimed at older readers, for 
instance. And if you don't have a blog, or use social 
media like Twitter or 
Facebook, you'll be 
relying on others to 
distribute your trailer for 
you. 
 
Do I have to make it  
myself? I'm hopeless 
with software.  
 
No. There are companies online who will make you 
a book trailer for a fee. Do an internet search for 
'book promotion' or 'book trailer making'. But 
remember, the fancier it is, the more it'll cost. And if 
you really are hopeless with computers, consider  
 
 
 
 

 
 

whether an online promotion technique like a book 
trailer is really the best thing for you. 
 
Sounds expensive. Is it cheaper to make your own? 
 
Depends on what kind of trailer you want. Consider 
your promotion budget carefully, and remember: the 
trailer is only one of your weapons, and it won't be 
seen by everyone in your target market. Those live-
action trailers you see for big-name authors -- the 
ones that 'go viral', which means that people think 
it's really cool and send it to all their online friends, 
who then send it to all their friends -- aren't usually 

made by the author. They're 
made by the publishing house, 
and typically have a huge 
budget. Unless you've got that 
kind of money, don't expect 
yours to be as sophisticated. 
You can make a respectable 
trailer with images and music 
that aren't free (see below on 

sourcing materials and copyright issues) for around 
$100 to $150. 
 
Sounds like fun! I'll give it a go. What do I need? 
 
Software. A script. Images. Audio. We'll talk about 
each in turn. 
 

Software. You can use either iMovie from the 
iLife package for Mac OS, or Windows Movie 
Maker, which comes packaged with Windows for 
PC. These are both easy to use, kind of like 
making a PowerPoint presentation – in fact, you 
can make your trailer in PowerPoint if you really 
want, though it's not as purpose-built. Fire your 
software up and have a play – and remember, 
you’re making the trailer on your own computer in 

private, then uploading it to the internet when you're 
finished. No one else is going to see your early 
efforts and mistakes, so experiment! 
 
Script. What is the story you want your trailer to tell? 
Some trailers use voice-overs, like a movie preview.  
 
 
 
 

Book Trailers 101  
By Erica Hayes 
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Others use text. Some use both. Either way, your 
trailer needs to tell a story that'll keep your 
audience interested. 
 
It's a bit like writing a pitch paragraph. You can't 
possibly include everything in sixty seconds—see 
below on pacing—so think about the impression 
you want prospective readers to take away. What's 
your story's hook? The initiating incident? The core 
conflict? Like your pitch paragraph, your trailer 
needs to leave the viewer wondering what will 
happen and wanting more. 
 
Can you just use your back cover copy? Yes, of 
course. But please don't . A trailer is an 
audiovisual tool. So it's more like the book cover 
than the cover copy. Trailers are all about mood. 
Don't waste that potential by just parroting your 
cover copy. And that brings me to… 
 
Images and audio. Again: trailers are all about 
mood. Think about the mood of your book. Is it 
funny and light-hearted? Use bright, colourful 
images and comical music. Is it erotic? Then use 
dramatic music and sexy images—but be careful 
what you Google! Is it dark and dangerous? Use 
dark, rich colours, mysterious images, close-ups 
and zooms, driving rhythms. 
 
So can I copy pictures and music from anywhere 
on the net? 
 
No. Image and audio files are just like your book— 
someone owns them. You'd be ticked off if people 
copied your book without permission, and it's the 
same with these files. You need to have the right 
to use them, and it's not always free. 

 
Public domain images are free for anyone to use. 
Google 'public domain images' and see what you 
get. 
 
Royalty-free images are available to use for a cost. 
You aren't buying the copyright, just the right to 
use the image for certain purposes, usually 
including promotional use, for as long as you like 
without paying the owner any royalties. Images 
from sites such as istockphoto.com and 
shutterstock.com fall into this category. Check the 
license online to see exactly what you're buying, 
whether you have to give the owner credit, and 
whether you're allowed to alter the image. 
 
Some images are available under creative 
commons license, for instance, many of the 
images found on Wikipedia. Again, read the 
license to find out, but normally you can use, alter 
and trim the image for free, so long as you give 
the owner credit. 
 
The conditions for music are similar. Google 
'royalty-free music' and you'll find a lot of great 
stuff at relatively low cost. Again, remember to 
check if you have to give the owner credit. 
 
So I can't just use my 
favourite song from 
iTunes for the 
soundtrack? 
 
Actually, you kind of can. 
When you publish your 
trailer on YouTube (see 
below) you have the 
option of adding a 
soundtrack from a list of 
popular songs that 
YouTube has obtained 
the license to use. This 
is a great option if you want a rock or pop song. 
But it means you can't add sound effects or tailor 
the music to best effect – and of course, it only 
works if people view the trailer from YouTube. So 
you won't be able to upload to Facebook or other 
sites. 
 
Tips on making a watchable trailer 
 
Pacing is everything. People have short attention 
spans, so unless you've got a lot to say, your book 
trailer shouldn't be more than about a minute 

Practicalities, Technicalities              with Michelle Wood 
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long. Make your images move, zoom and transition 
– a static image for more than a second or two is 
dull. Zoom in for intensity – eyes or lips are a good 
focal point. Zoom out to reveal. Don't let any image 
or text linger for too long, or unfold with a too-slow 
transition – reading those words is quicker than 
you think. If the trailer's too slow, it'll be boring. 
 

Use your book cover. It's your top attention-getter. 
The design people at your publishing 
house get paid a lot of money for a 
reason. So don't waste their work. But 
remember: you have the right to use 
only the finished cover or part thereof, 
with the title, text and blurb intact. If 
you want to use the artwork itself – 
like, say, cutting out a character or 
altering colours – you'll have to ask 
permission, usually from the artist. 
Check with your publisher to be sure. 
 

Include your website URL. No point in having a fab 
trailer if no one knows where to go to find out 
more. Include your name, the book title and URL 
prominently, preferably at the end so it lingers in 
viewers' memories. 
 

I've finished! How do I make it famous? 
 

The first step is to upload to YouTube. For this, 
you'll need a YouTube account, which these days is 
the same as your Gmail, Google or Blogger 
account. Log in and upload your movie. Be sure to 

include relevant keywords to help people find it, 
and a blurb that includes the book title, your name 
and your website URL or buy links. You can also 
upload videos to Facebook, MySpace and your 
Amazon author page. 
 

Then blog it. Tweet it. Facebook it. Ask other people 
to do the same. Embed the video on your website 
and in your blog sidebar. Link to it in your 

newsletter and suggest your fans share. 
Pimp it on your email lists. Email the 
websites who've reviewed your book or 
interviewed you, and ask if they'll showcase 
your trailer. Find blogs that promote trailers 
or run trailer contests, and submit yours. Be 
shameless. No one else will do it for you, 
and the worst thing that can happen is 
someone says no. 
 

And show your editor and in-house 
publicist. They love it when authors self-

promote. Ask if they can put your trailer on their 
website, or link to it in the publisher's blog. 
 

And remember: do all this at a time when people 
can buy your book, or at least pre-order 
it. Buzz that's too early is no buzz at all. 

Erica Hayes is the author of “The Shadowfae 
Chronicles”, a darkly erotic urban fantasy 
series published by St. Martin’s Press. Her 
book trailers are available at her website: 
http://www.shadowfae.net/extras.html 

Practicalities, Technicalities continued...            with Michelle Wood 

 

What it is: An easy to 
read and often humor-
ous book about manu-
scripts 
get re-
jected. 
Areas covered include: 

The need for great beginnings, structure (for 
plotters AND pantsers), using conflict and sus-
pense, and creating memorable characters.  

What it isn’t: Prescriptive, like a textbook: 
there are few writing exercises. Examples of 
the good and the bad are provided, with the 

focus 
on 
clarify-

ing what the mistakes are and suggesting 
ways to avoid the pitfalls. 

“If your protagonist is not in a boatload of 
trouble, the story doesn’t matter.” 

Who might like it: Mostly one for un-
published writers, especially those who 
are getting positive feedback but need 
to take it to the next level to close the 
deal. It may also be useful as a refresh-
er for published authors, acting as a 
check list during revision. 

THE WRITER’S BOOKSHELF 
Thanks, but This Isn't for Us: A (Sort of) Compassionate Guide to Why Your Writing Is 
Being Rejected by Jessica Page Morrell  Jeremy P. Tarcher/Penguin, 2009. 

Jessica Page Morrell is a multi-published author who works as a developmental 
editor and teaches writing workshops. 
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Dear Auntie Fi, 
I’ve just read Auntie Fi’s excellent advice 
to Dismal in Deniliquin. I have to say 
Dismal’s letter struck a real chord.  I am a 
dedicated RWA competition judge - have 
been for several years. I remember my 
first competition. Only one sheet of 
guidelines, then to work. Putting pen to 
paper (hard copy then) was really scary. 
Here were other people’s hard work, 
hopes and dreams – work from people 
expecting excellent feedback and advice. 
But I’m just someone trying, like them…  
A number of competitions later, and with 
more knowledge about how disappointed 
people can be, I agonise even more over 
what marks to give and what to say.  
Like all of the judges out there wondering 
where they’re going to fit in the final tally, 
this judger opens with trepidation the 
judges’ tally sheet. How will my scores fit 
with the others for ‘my’ entries? Should I 
give it up, and let other people who know 
more than me do the judging? 
 

Jittery Judge 
 

Dear Jittery Judge, 
First off, ‘ Kudos’ to you for putting your 
hand up to judge competitions. Everyone 
who has ever judged knows exactly how 
daunting it can be and the key to being a 
great judge is a supportive and 
constructive approach. No matter the 
content of the entry, always find 
something to praise...sometimes it can be 
that the formatting was correct but hey, I 
totally stuffed up my very first manuscript I 
sent to Mills and Boon as I had no clue 
about formatting...I’d never entered a 
competition!  If you have judged a few 
competitions then you will have learned a 
lot already however, RWA is offering 
‘Judging Training’ to take away this sort of 
stress, or at least lessen it.   
I asked Honorary Auntie, Iona Jones 
about the course and this is what she 
said.  “Participants are provided with a 13 
page manual that covers everything from 
the things to think about before beginning 
to judge, to the criteria covered by a score 
sheet (such as writing mechanics, 
characterisation, hero/heroine, plot, 
setting, POV, motivation, conflict, 
dialogue, etc), as well as some general 
comments on judging (such as scoring, 
making comments and 
research).  Participants are also provided 
with a sample contest entry and three 
completed sample score sheets to 
consider.   

Once 
participants 
have absorbed 
that information, they 
are then provided with two 
sample entries to have a go at 
judging themselves.  Their score 
sheets are reviewed and then they 
are provided with the three completed 
sample score sheets for each entry they 
judged.  So far, we have had a lot of 
positive feedback from participants and it 
has helped to give the judges a more 
unified approach.” 
 

Write on!  Auntie Fi xxx 
 
 

Hi Auntie Fi, 
Thanks for your column. I've picked up 
some useful info.  My questions are: 
1) When your story is set in a particular 
country, any country outside Australia, 
and your story has elements of crime and 
gangs of thugs doing evil things to 
innocent people, can you use the real 
name of the towns, or cities of that 
country?  2) Can you say, in your 
story, there is a particular building or 
landmark in a city or town of a foreign 
country, knowing this is only a figment of 
your imagination and of course, for the 
good of the fictional story you are writing. 
Kind regards 
Questioning from Queanbeyan 
 

Dear Questioning,  
Open up the front cover of most novels 
and you will read the disclaimer of “All the 
characters in this book are fictitious and 
any resemblance to real persons, living or 
dead, is entirely coincidental.”  So that 
solves the problem of gangs doing evil 
things to innocent people in cities….it’s all 
in your imagination and not real.   
 

As for creating landmarks, I guess you 
can but I’d be vague about their exact 
location. Why? Well, as a reader I confess 
to getting ticked off if I know the town they 
are referring to and they have put a café 
on the corner of X and Y street when I 
*KNOW* there is a garage.  I read a book 
recently set in my home town and I had to 
put it down because so much was made 
up and I knew those places didn’t exist 
but maybe that’s just me being anal-

retentive.... 
 

So I asked New York 
Times bestseller and 
honorary Auntie Keri Arthur 
about her Riley Jenson series set 
in Melbourne and she said, “I use 
exact locations when it comes to public 
places (for example, I've set scenes at the 
Macedon Cross, used streets such as 
Lygon for major scenes, and used actual 
shopping centres as locations). When it 
comes to cafes and such, I often use the 
location of existing ones, but just change 
the name to protect myself--especially if 
something bad is going to happen 
there.  Google maps street view is a boon 
when it comes to overseas locations 
(used it more than once, and never had 
anyone come back at me for being 
wrong.) 
 

Thanks Keri!  I hope this helps you with 
your writing, Questioning. 
 

Write on!  Auntie Fi xxx 

Your Questions Answered             by Fiona Lowe 

Ask Auntie Fi... 

Remember, if you have a niggling 
question you’ve been too scared to 
ask anywhere else, send it in to: 
AskAuntyFi@romanceaustralia.com 
and Fiona or one of her fellow aunt-
ies might choose yours for the col-
umn!  
But before you submit, be aware that 
when we ask for advice, we don’t 
always get what we want to hear, 
and that’s okay because with advice, 
you take what you want from it and 
leave the rest.  

And don’t forget to give yourself a 
pseudonym like those above!  
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Member Spotlight                                        with  Suzanne Brandyn 

You have recently had a sea 
change. Can you tell us 
where you live and a little 
about the area?  

We moved to Byron Bay four 
years ago as my husband is a 
mad-keen surfer. We live on 
Tallow Beach just south of the 
lighthouse. I was very nervous 
about moving here as I’m a big 
city gal, but love this eclectic 
town. I challenge anyone to find 
better coffee, more yoga 
offerings (hasn’t helped me!) and 
such an extraordinary mix of 
people in such a beautiful place.  

      Our Member Spotlight is on ...         

 
 

Jennifer St George 

Do you enter RWA 
competitions, and if so did 
you find them helpful? 

The first competition I entered 
was the 2009 VPA. I wasn’t at 
the bottom, but I could see it 
clearly from where I was ranked.  
Since then I’ve attended a 
plethora of workshops. This year 
I finalled in the VPA and did well 
in other RWA contests. I think 
competitions are fantastic 
because it is so hard to judge 
your own work. The feedback is 
invaluable.  

How long have you been 
writing, and what genre are 
you targeting? 

I started writing out of 
desperation. Commuting to 
Brisbane (2.5 hours on a good 
day) was killing me. So, I sold my 
marketing business and started 
writing in earnest 18 months ago.  
I’m targeting HM&B Sexy 
Sensation.  

When do you find time to write, 
especially raising two small 
children? 

I force myself to rise early and write 
1000 words before the kids wake up.  
With both kids at school now, I have 
more time. I can’t write at night unless 
it is absolutely necessary (sorry, did 
someone mention finalising an Emerald 
entry at 2.30 am?)  

What is your motivation behind 
writing, and how many 
manuscripts have you written? 

I need a career that is possible to 
conduct from a small regional town 
and one that fits around the kids. I 
have written three manuscripts so far.  

Who or what inspired you to 
write? 

My little sister, Rose, inspired me to 
give romance writing a try. Her dream 
was to write for HM&B. She’d 
submitted one manuscript which was 
‘positively’ rejected. Tragically she died 
before achieving her goal. We would 
have made a great writing team.  

You have mentioned you help 
with conference sponsorship 
and media. Could you tell us a 
little about this role? 

When I walked into the 2009 
Cocktail Party knowing not a soul, 
the lovely AJ Macpherson took 
pity on me. I somehow divulged 
my marketing background and 
quickly found myself on Think 
Tanks, then helping with 
sponsorship and then the 
Executive – it all happened so 
fast! Now I help negotiate 
sponsorship for the conference 
and other events and generate 
publicity for major RWA activities 
(eg. R*BY finalists/winners).  
RWA has lots of good news to 
share.  

What author would you 
choose to sit down and  chat 
to, given the opportunity? 

I met some of my favourite 
HM&B authors at the 
conference, which was amazing.  
Outside RWA, I would love to 
meet Stieg Larsson. It’d be great 
to break the news that he’s a 
highly successful author.  

How did you connect with 
RWA? 

My sister was a member. 

 
Suggestions for member 
spotlight can be sent to: 

editor@romanceaustralia.com 

Have you attended any of 
the RWA conferences? If so, 
how did you find them? 

Brisbane 2009 and Sydney 
2010. In Brisbane I didn’t even 
know what HEA was. In Sydney 
I was throwing acronyms 
around with the best of them 
(well I tried at least)! I’m 
absolutely blown away that such 
an amazingly professional 
conference is brought to life 
solely by volunteers!  
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Member Announcements                   with Rachael Blair 

Member News 

Send your news and releases to: HTgoodnews@romanceaustralia.com by the 15th of the previous month. Please note that new 
releases will only be featured once, so authors may choose whether that’s their Australian, overseas, digital or print release. 

Member New Releases 

THE WINS: 

Sarah Evans won the Writers Out of the Asylum Award 
for Burying the Button, and two prizes in the 17th 
Scarlet Stiletto Awards: the Pulp Fiction Award for the 
Funniest Crime Story and Scriptworks Great Film Idea 
Award with her comedy crime Cold Comfort.  

Margaret Tanner’s Frontier Wife won the historical 
romance section of the 2010 Readers Favorite Awards.  

Janet Woods was runner up in the 2010 SWW WA Bronze 
quill comp for short story with Bird of Prey, and the 
2010 Katherine Susannah Pritchard open short story 
comp with The Greek, The Dog, Shangri-la, and Me.  

THE FINALS: 

Margaret Tanner’s Wild Oats is a 2011 EPICON finalist. 

Paula Vince’s contemporary drama/romance Picking up 
the Pieces was a finalist in the Omega Writer’s inaugural 
CALEB prize for 2010. 

Sue Webb has finalled in the historical category of 
OKRWA’s Finally a Bride contest for manuscripts that 
have finaled in an RWUSA contest but not won. 

THE SALES:  

Jess Anastasi sold her romantic suspense Dead Reality 
to Noble Romance. 

Tamara Gill sold her Regency novella A Captain’s Order 
- A Duke’s Command to Noble Romance.  

Janet Woods has sold two more novels to Severn House 
UK, including Tall Poppies. 

THE MISC:  

Sarah Evans had her poetry selected for performance at 
the Bunbury Shorelines Festival.  
Heather Garside gained a place in the 2010 QWC/
Hachette Manuscript Development Programme. Eight 
participants were selected from around 260 applicants. 

Jess Anastasi 
DEAD REALITY  
Noble Romance  

Shona Husk 
HOW TO BREATHE FIRE 
Samhain Publishing 

Nicola Marsh 
WILD NIGHTS WITH HER 
WICKED BOSS 
HM&B Sexy 

Meredith Webber 
SHEIKH, CHILDREN’S 
DOCTOR…HUSBAND 
HM&B Medical 

Sarah Mayberry  
THE BEST LAID PLANS 
HM&B Special Moments 

Amy Andrews 
RESCUED BY THE 
DREAMY DOC 
HM&B Medical 

Bronwyn Jameson  
THE RUGGED LONER/THE 
RICH STRANGER/THE 
RUTHLESS GROOM  

Melanie Milburne 
SHOCK: ONE-NIGHT HEIR 
HM&B Sexy 

Tamara Gill 
TO SIN WITH SCANDAL 
Noble Romance 

Fiona Lowe 
RETURN TO LOVE (novella) 
in: Rescued by the Dreamy 
Doc HM&B Medical 

Nikki Logan  
THE SOLDIER’S UNTAMED 
HEART 
HM&B Sweet  Lucy Clarke 

THE DOCTOR’S SOCIETY 
SWEETHEART 
HM&B Medical 

Gisela McIntyre  
SO MANY STORIES TO TELL  
Self Published (email HT 
editor for purchase info) 
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Events Calendar               with Doreen Sullivan 

@ Monday 10 January to Friday 14 January 
Sydney Summer School, Creative Writing 
Stage One Jeni Mawter 
When: 10:00am--12:00pm 
Where: Sydney Writers' Centre 
Cost: $395 
FMI + Bookings:  
http://sydneywriterscentre.com.au/
creativewriting.htm   
OR phone (02) 9929 0088  
 
@ Saturdays 22 January to 26 February 
Writers Café ~ Carol Lefevre 
When: 9:30am--12:30pm 
Where: SA Writers' Centre & Cafes 
Cost: $330  
FMI + Bookings: carol@carollefevre.com OR  
https://secure.sawc.org.au/events/2011/2011-01-
22-writers_cafe.pdf 
 
@ Saturday 29 January 
Blasting Through Writers Block ~ Kate Forsyth 
When: 10:00am--4:00pm 
Where: NSW Writers' Centre 
Cost: $105 M, $90 MC, $150 NM 
FMI + Bookings: http://
www.nswwriterscentre.org.au/ 
 
@ Saturdays 5 February to 17 April 
A Year of Novel Writing Phase One:  
Novelist's Boot Camp ~ Alan Mills 
When: 9:30am--12:30pm 
Where: NSW Writers' Centre 
Cost: $640 M, $545 MC, $900 NM 
FMI + Bookings: http://
www.nswwriterscentre.org.au/ 
 
@ Sunday 6 February 
Writing Dramatic Dialogue ~ John Harman 
When: 9:30am--4:30pm 
Where: Grevillea Room, University of WA 
Cost: $169 
FMI + Bookings: http://
enrol.extension.uwa.edu.au/modules/details?
ModuleID=CC11-5017 
 
@ Saturdays 19 February to 25 June 
Popular Fiction ~ PD Martin 
When: 10:00am--4:00pm 
Where: Victorian Writers' Centre 
Cost: $600 M, $560 MC, $670 NM 
Booking deadline: 2 February, 2011 
FMI + Bookings:  
http://vwc.org.au/what-s-on/event/popular-fiction1/ 
OR (03) 9094 7855 

In Person Events 
Send your events  to: HTevents@romanceaustralia.com by the 15th of the month prior to your event. 
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Prices Code: M-member.  
MC-Member concession.  

NM-Non-members. 

Saturday May 28th 
2011 

Cairns Colonial Club 
Speakers  

Anne Gracie, Kelly 
Hunter, Helene Young 
and Barbara Hannay 

 

FNQ ROADSHOW  

ANNOUNCES 
2011 ROMANCE 

ROADSHOW EVENT 

Registration opens in 
February on Valentine's Day.  

Details in next month's 
Heart's Talk 

CANBERRA 
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Contests! 
Contest Page                     with Deb Bennetto 

 

 

This year’s STALI saw a 
huge variety of genres and a 
very respectable 46 entries.   
There was a huge rush for last 
minute entries and as a result 
a few were unable to have a 
second chance at correcting 
any formatting errors and lost marks accordingly. If 
you want to enter these competitions with the aim of 
improving your writing, it's probably a good idea to 
start with ensuring your submissions are as polished 
as possible, which includes formatting. Treat these 
competitions as though you would a real submission, 
after all, if you reach the finals, your manuscript will 
be read by an editor. 

From the judges comments I had lots of positive 
feedback. Many told me how much they enjoyed the 
experience and the entries they received, and would 
be happy to do it again next year. 

I've included a few of the comments I've received 
from judges so that contestants can consider them 

for next time. 
Comments:  
If I could say one thing to entrants it would be 
‘show and don’t tell! ’ 
My only overall comment is on heavy use of 
descriptive words and unnecessary words that 
clutter up the writing. 
Punctuation/grammar/spelling were pretty well 
under control for each entry but not perfect – 
acceptable though. All three stories showed 
creativity and new twists that seemed to 
indicate good stories to come. 
The spelling, punctuation and grammar were 
much stronger this time around, which was 
great to see. 
There seemed to be a lot of feed back from 
judges, which I think to a contestant, would be 
a positive thing. It's important to always 
remember though, that judges whether they are 

published, or unpublished avid 
readers of a certain genre, they are 
giving you feed back, and feed back 
is something that as writers we often 
desperately seek, but if it's not the 
kind we wanted to hear, it can be 
devastating. The trick is learning to 
take what you want from the 
experience—while trying to keep an 
open mind and if you still don't agree 
with the comments, then simply put it 
to the side and move on. The 
important thing is that you keep 
writing!  

1st  Jackie Coates 
2nd  Jenny McGregor 
3rd  Melissa Dark 
 
All winners have had 
partials requested by final 
judge, Sally Williamson of 
HM&B. 

 

1st Fiona McKenzie 
2nd Fiona McKenzie 
3rd Kay Dunne 
As chosen by finalist judge, agent Jennifer 
Schober. 
Congratulations to all our winners. 

Little Gems  
(theme garnet) 
Opens:  
25 December 2010  
Closes:  
14th February2011.   
 
First Kiss 
Opens:  31 December 2010  
Closes: 11 February 2011 

Further details about 
our contests and 
entry forms can be 
found on the RWA  
website.  

http://www.romanceaustralia.com/contests.html 

2011 Single Title and Loving It 
(STALI) Report  
Contest Manager  

Karlene Blakemore-Mowle High Five Placings 

The First Kiss 
contest is now 
open for entries until 11 
February 2011. If you’re 
thinking of entering here are 
some tips from contest 
manager, Cath Evans. 
 Make sure the first kiss is a 
kiss full of emotion and leading 
to a change in either character. 
 Make the 5 pages mostly 
about the emotion leading into, 
during and after the kiss. 

 The set up 
should give the reader half a 
page (25 single-spaced lines, 
no more) of understanding how 
the characters got to this point 
(of kissing) and why it's 
important to them. 
 Emotion, emotion, emotion. 
Make sure the reader cares 
about the kiss as much as the 
characters. 

Selling Synopsis Winners 
and Placings 

Also 
the Little Gems 
Cover Contest is 
now open for 
submissions. The 
deadline is 11 
February 2011.  

Valerie Parv Award 
Opens: 25 February 2011  
Closes: 8 April 2011 
 

Contest Dates 

First Kiss Tips 
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A Writer’s Life                 with Marion Lennox 

Elliot Hannay is a writer and former journalist. He’s edited 
three newspapers in Queensland and also worked with 
the ABC and AAP. 

However in Romance circles Elliot’s happy to be 
introduced as the wonderful Barbara Hannay's husband.   
He’s been a presenter at an RWA conference and has 
attended several overseas conferences as a delegate. 

When we last discussed male point of view in Hearts Talk 
I picked up on the fact that Elliot read his first influential 
novel as a 10-year-old and described James Fenimore 
Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans as “not only an 
adventure story, but one of literature’s great romances”. 

A great romance? I’m not so sure. I confess I watched 
some of it from behind the sofa. Yikes! But it’s been an 
interesting discussion, reproduced here for your 
consideration as you start your 2011 writerly life. 

Okay, Elliot, if it’s a great romance, why isn’t it up 
there with the Bronte sisters, Jane 
Austen and other period romances? 
This book was written only 30 years after 
the French and Indian Wars of 1757, it’s 
an early American novel and was never 
promoted as romance. However the story 
has subtle but powerful emotional 
elements which were brilliantly re-worked into a movie in 
1992. When you mention The Last of the Mohicans 
everyone thinks of Daniel Day-Lewis. 

This is a very popular action-packed bloke’s movie, but 
it’s interesting how many men who usually dismiss 
romance as “chicks’ flicks” also pick up on the romantic 
elements. Scenes from The Last of the Mohicans have 
been quoted by leading authors and presenters as 
containing classic romantic script. So it seems to work for 
both sexes, but in different ways. 

So what stands out from the male POV? 
The crackling tension between Hawkeye, the white 
adopted son of a Mohican chief, and Cora, the genteel 
daughter of a British officer. The contrasts are so strong 
and so well portrayed. He’s virtually an educated savage, 
a wild and free spirit from the woods wearing buckskin 
and beads and she’s just out from London, inexperienced 
and burdened by stiff corsets and ill-fitting shoes. 

The hero and heroine get off to a bad start. Cora is 
dismayed by Hawkeye’s apparent callous disregard for a 
murdered family for not taking time to bury them, when in 
fact they were his closest friends. At one stage Hawkeye 
has to abandon Cora and her sister to the ravages of 
revengeful Indians knowing that to stand and fight will be 
the death of them all. He tells her to survive at all costs 
and to endure all things. It’s a very tough call for a hero. 

I was reminded of a conference session in Melbourne 
with Donald Maass when he gave examples of how many 

great writers make their 
heroes and heroines suffer. 
It’s the “what’s the worst thing 
that could happen now” 
concept. In the film we are 
taken to that emotional cliff 
edge time and again. 

So against all this action 
you still think there are    
traditional romantic elements? 

I think romance writers will appreciate the way the script 
captures the journey of Hawkeye and Cora. He is the 
ultimate reluctant hero. He’s about to head off further into 
the wilderness and is determined to avoid any 
involvement with civilization or the pending conflict. He 
has no use for a woman like Cora. 

From my male POV, Cora’s character when she first 
appears is attractive enough but certainly not oozing sex 

appeal. Part of her personal journey is that 
she starts to simmer and then gets hotter 
as the story unfolds and that’s not because 
of improved makeup... she actually grows 
emotionally as a desirable woman... which 
is a great attribute for a romantic heroine. 

What do you think men would choose 
as the romantic high-point in this story? 
The best scene is when Hawkeye and Cora kiss. It’s been 
simmering since they first met but the kiss comes 
unexpectedly. Hawkeye and Cora are trapped in a fort 
that will be overrun by bloodthirsty Indians the next day. 
Everyone knows they are about to die. The officers plan 
to dig their own graves and fight to the death. 

Hawkeye seeks out Cora where she is tending the 
wounded and stares intently at her with his fierce dark 
eyes. Blokes will say he puts the “hard word on Cora” but 
it’s done with very clever and limited use of dialogue. This 
is a dramatic visual film, but the thing that sticks in my 
mind is the power of the few words spoken between the 
hero and heroine at this moment. They are simple words 
but presented in an electric atmosphere. 

“What are you looking at, sir?” 

“I’m looking at you, miss.” 

Then the blushing Cora finally gives him this wonderful 
almost demure little smile, but it’s also full of invitation and 
promise. That’s all it takes. Even the dumbest bloke 
would get the message. The next thing they are on the 
battlements. He lifts Cora and her flowing skirts onto the 
parapet and they have one of the best ever romantic, 
passionate kisses… only it’s much more than a kiss. 

So you saw this as a sex scene? 
As they say, the reader owns the text. It doesn’t look like 
a sex scene and you could sit down with your grand-kids 

“They are simple words but 
presented in an electric 

atmosphere.” 

For Your Consideration: The Romantic Point of View... 

...from a male perspective 
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Market Watch              with Sami Lee 

Information on markets is sourced from websites and other publications and reported in good faith. RWA Inc. does not investigate the infor-
mation hereafter and cannot be held responsible for its accuracy and recommends readers verify names and addresses before submitting. 

A Writer’s Life                 with Marion Lennox 

Sources: Publisher’s Lunch, Publisher’s    
Weekly, Publisher’s Websites as listed. 

Associate publisher at Gollancz, Jo 
Fletcher will move to Quercus in 
January, where she will start a sci-fi, 
fantasy and horror imprint under her 
own name: Jo Fletcher Books. 

Carly Watters, previously of Darley 
Anderson, is now an associate agent 
at P.S. Literary Agency. She will be 
representing international literary 
and commercial fiction, women's 
fiction, chick-lit, sagas, literary 
thrillers, memoir, up-market non-
fiction and crossover YA novels. 

At the Simon & Schuster adult trade 
imprint, Molly Lindley has been pro-
moted to assistant editor. 

The Gail Ross Literary Agency has 
changed its name to The Ross Yoon 
Agency. Agency president Gail Ross 
and Howard Yoon have worked to-
gether for 18 years. As part of the 
change their agency URL and e-mail 
addresses now go to rossyoon.com. 

Spotlight on Total-E-Bound Publish-
ing. Total-E-Bound Publishing is an 
erotica and erotic romance e pub-
lisher based in the UK. They provide 
ebooks, paperbacks and audio books 

for the adventurous reader. Their 
emphasis is on steamy storylines, 
intriguing characters, and happy ev-
er afters. They release six new e 
books every week.  

They accept manuscripts 10k—100k 
in a host of genres including Action/
Adventure, Bondage/BDSM, Comedy/
Humour, Contemporary, Cowboy/
Western, Fantasy/Fairytale, Futuris-
tic/Sci-fi, Gay/Lesbian, Historical/
Rubenesque, Ménage-à-trois/
Multiple Partners, Multicultural, Old-
er Woman/Younger Man, Paranor-
mal/Timetravel, Thriller/Crime, 
Shapeshifters/Morphers, Vampire/
Werewolf. Royalties are 40% of the e 
book cover price. 

Total e bound releases short stories 
under the theme ‘Lust Bites’. These 
are 10k—15k and very erotic. No gen-
re restrictions. They also release 
anthologies throughout the year with 
distinctive themes and between five 
and eight short stories. 
Call for Submissions: Treble - Mé-
nage à Trois Anthology. 15-20k, 
must include a play on the double 
meaning of the word ‘treble’. Dead-
line: 1/4/11. Release: Sept 2011. 
Submit full story + synopsis. More 

anthologies slated for 2011 release 
2011, incl. a BDSM theme, and An-
gels & Demons. www.total-e-
bound.com/submissionguidelines.asp  

Call for Submissions: Samhain Pub-
lishing Cyberpunk romance anthol-
ogy. Cyberpunk is a gritty new ro-
mance sub-genre that combines dark 
themes like those found in The Ma-
trix and Bladerunner, or the popular 
role-playing/computer game/book 
series Shadowrun, with romantic 
plotlines. They’re open to M/F, M/M, 
F/F, or multiples thereof, any sexual 
heat level, and the romance must 
end happily ever after or happy for 
now. Word count: 25k—30k. Release:  
individually as ebooks in 8/2011 and 
in print at a later date. 

All submissions must be new materi-
al. Deadline: 1/2/2011. Submit: full 
manuscript, a comprehensive 2-5 
page synopsis, and a letter of intro-
duction/query letter and send to 
editor@samhainpublishing.com with 
Cyberpunk Anthology in subject line. 
Questions and queries can be ad-
dressed to Sasha Knight 
(sasha@samhainpublishing.com).  

and watch it without flinching Men usually need visual 
elements to confirm what is often obvious to women, but 
in this case we don’t see, or need to see, a square 
centimeter of naked skin. I know many romance writers, 
including Barbara, highly rate that bloke in “North and 
South” on the railway platform as delivering the best ever 
kiss.  But for me that was a great kiss promising even 
better things to come, but it’s still just a kiss. 

This kiss actually delivers that promise to Cora and 
Hawkeye. They cannot wait for better things to come, it 
has to happen now. 

For my money, and my mates agree, this is a very clever 
sex scene in which a young woman from a conservative 
family and era becomes intimate for the first time, virtually 
in a public place. But we are taken there by a believable 
story line, set against the shadow of impending death, 
two people madly attracted to each other... now realizing 
they are desperately in love… with not a moment to 
waste, hormones on fire, DNA desperate to mix, and the 
world stopping still for a few moments. 

Some of the final scenes are so tragic and 
distressing. Is this what men want? 
Men can live more comfortably than women with a tragic 
end but I suspect we all like the hero and heroine to 

eventually end up together, and that’s what finally 
happens here. But, boy, is the road a rocky one, and 
that’s what probably appeals to the male POV. Nothing 
goes right for Hawkeye in spite of his great courage and 
his love for Cora and she takes incredible emotional 
punishment in the final stages of the story. 

I even got sand in my eyes when the growing attraction 
between Hawkeye’s Mohican brother and Cora’s delicate 
little sister was cruelly cut short, just a breath away from 
rescue. 

The end also has classic story telling techniques, when 
it’s the arrogant Major Heyward, Cora’s rejected suitor 
and the nemesis of Hawkeye, who actually saves the 
day. He gallantly offers up his own life, and faces a 
horrible death, so the woman he loves, and the man she 
loves, can survive. Again, to quote Donald Maass: 
“there’s great power when an antagonist becomes the 
protagonist at precisely the right time in a story.” 

It is violent and tragic and the politically-incorrect hero 
kills Bambi’s mother at the start, but don’t tell me it isn’t 
romance. 

So there you have it, male pov on what’s a romance.  
Yep, I agree, it’s deeply romantic, but moi, I’m still 
whimpering behind my sofa. 



The Last Word               
with Christina Phillips 

Snippets & buzz  
from the front lines 
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NYT e-Book Bestsellers 
The New York Times announced 
it will publish dedicated e-book 
best-seller lists in fiction and 
nonfiction beginning in early 
2011.     Source: Publishers Lunch 

A Monster of an Exhibition 
The handwritten first draft of Mary Shelley’s masterpiece, 
Frankenstein, has gone on display in Britain for the first time in 
an exhibition from the Bodleian Libraries and the New York   
Public Library. It includes work by Shelley, her husband Percy 
Bysshe Shelley and her parents William Godwin and Mary     
Wollstonecraft.   Source: The Mail Online http://tinyurl.com/26mc6w3  

Pirates Grounded 
The Regional Court of Hamburg 
has upheld the imposition of fines 
in excess of 150,000 Euros 
against Rapidshare, that the Court 
had imposed for violating the 
injunction it issued earlier this 
year prohibiting certain 
publishers' copyright-protected 
works to be made publicly 
available in digital form on 
Rapidshare.com.   

Source: Publishers Marketplace 

Bad Sex Award 
The Shape of Her by Rowan Somerville has won the Literary Review’s 
annual Bad Sex in Fiction Award. His gracious response: ‘There is noth-
ing more English than bad sex, so on behalf of the entire nation I 
would like to thank you.’   Galley Cat http://tinyurl.com/2asffl8 

Authors 
enrolled in 
Amazon’s 
“Author 

Central” program can now 
access a small window of 
Nielsen BookScan sales data 
for their own books.  

Source: Publishers Lunch   

Pershing’s 
Bill Ackman, 
who along 
with 
Pershing owns around 42% of the common 
stock of Borders, reports his firm is willing 
to make a bid for Barnes & Noble, 
effectively merging the two booksellers. 
Full story Galley Cat  http://
tinyurl.com/2ce8nc4 

 

New Oxford American 
Dictionary has picked 
‘Refudiate’ as the 2010 
Word of the Year. 
Other words on the 
shortlist include 
crowdsourcing, gleek, 
retweet and Tea Party.  

refudiate verb used loosely to mean 
“reject”: she called on them to 
refudiate the proposal to build a 
mosque. 
[origin — blend of refute and repudiate]  

“An unquestionable buzzmaker in 2010, 
the word refudiate instantly evokes 
the name of Sarah Palin, who 
tweeted her way into a flurry of 
media activity when she used the 
word in certain statements posted 
on Twitter. Critics pounced on 
Palin, lampooning what they saw as 
nonsensical vocabulary and 
speculating on whether she meant 
‘refute’ or ‘repudiate.’”  

However, there are no plans to 
include the word in any edition of 
the dictionary.  http://
blog.oup.com/2010/11/refudiate-2/  

Kindle Bestseller 
Amazon.com has announced 
that James Patterson has be-
come the second author to sell 
over 1 million Kindle books, after 
Stieg Larsson, author of the Mil-
lennium Trilogy. The Book Blog 
http://tinyurl.com/29syvvl  

It was the 
best of 
times… 

The Victoria and 
Albert Museum in 
London seeks 
donations to pre-
serve and restore 
three handwritten 

Charles Dickens manuscripts 
from acid paper rot. The collec-
tion includes A Tale of Two Cit-
ies and David Copperfield and 
the unpublished The Mystery of 
Edwin Drood. The Guardian 
http://tinyurl.com/39v4zrp 

On December 6, Google launched 
its long-awaited, cloud-based e-
book program, Google eBooks. 
The program has been hailed as a 
milestone in e-book history, giv-
ing consumers more choice and 
adding another well-funded, in-
novative player to a surging e-
book market. "[Google eBooks] 
will certainly grow the market," 
O'Reilly Media's Andrew Savikas, 
program co-chair of the popular 
Tools of Change conference, told 
Publisher’s Weekly. "I believe it 
will also expose more people to 
the idea of keeping their books in 
a central, cloud-based, place 
where they can get them from 
any device.” 


